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AIR TRAVEL

What to Know About Flying with Unvaccinated Kids This
Summer

An air travel guide for parents of small children who aren't yet eligible for vaccination.

BY TONYA RUSSELL

May 13, 2021

As travel in the U.S. restarts this summer, many families are eager to plan long overdue

vacations. COVID-19, however, is still posing travel challenges, specifically for parents of small

children who are not yet cleared for vaccination.
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While fewer children than adults get sick with the virus, according to the CDC, it’s still possible

for them to become infected and have symptoms. There’s no doubt it can all feel overwhelming:

the idea of navigating a crowded airport with an unvaccinated kid and asking them to adhere to

social distancing and mask mandates amid an already hectic travel schedule. But what are the

actual risks, and is it possible to minimize them? And how can you explain it all to a little one?

“Parents should definitely be honest with themselves about what their kids can and cannot

handle,” says therapist Sierra Parks. If your child might struggle to follow safety guidelines for

the entire length of a five-hour flight, it could be worth reconsidering your plans. “Maybe you’ll

drive instead, or choose another destination that’s closer,” Parks says.

Here are the top guidelines from experts if you’re considering flying with young children this

summer, including how to set expectations and keep your child's potential exposure to the virus

at a minimum.

Don’t stress too much about surfaces
One concern many parents have with their small children is that they touch everything. While

there is a risk of catching COVID-19 from contact with an infected surface (called “fomite

transmission” in medical parlance), it is far less likely than airborne transmission. “Fomite

transmission is considered to be the lowest risk of the three potential transmission routes for

SARS-CoV-2,” says Andrea Love, an immunologist and host of the podcast Unbiased Science.

“There haven’t been any substantial outbreaks or even cases of COVID-19 linked to surface

transmission.”

In fact, some studies estimate that “each contact with a contaminated surface has less than a 1 in

10,000 chance of causing an infection,” according to a brief from the CDC on the matter.

All the same, it’s still a good idea to bring along hand sanitizer and disinfecting wipes when

traveling. “While it is a low risk, it is not no risk, especially in high traffic areas such as airports,”

Love says. “The virus can survive for up to 72 hours on harder, less porous materials such as

stainless steel, plastic, and glass, and a much shorter period—minutes to hours—on porous

materials such as cardboard and cloth.” If you want to take additional steps, consider wiping

down your seats in the terminal, on the plane, and other nearby surfaces for added peace of

mind.
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Masks are still important
The most effective way to mitigate risk still boils down to simply wearing a mask. “The biggest

concern is still the fact that airports are indoor spaces, with many other people present,” Love

says. “The predominant route of transmission of the virus that causes COVID-19 is droplet

spread, with airborne spread being a secondary concern.” That means that spraying the virus

onto someone nearby through a cough or sneeze is more of a concern than particles that might

be lingering in the air. Fortunately, both are less of an issue once you board your plane: A study

by Harvard T.H. Chan School of Public Health found that most virus particles are filtered out of

the air on planes, and if all precautions were followed, it could be safer than going to the grocery

store.

The Best Face Masks for Kids, According to Opinionated Kids

But expecting a toddler to wear a mask for a long flight is better in theory than in practice.

“Every child is different, so parents need to consider what their child can handle,” says Parks.

“Parents who have practiced mask wearing [with their child] and have had conversations about

it may be able to have their child wear a mask for a longer duration of time.” (It’s also important

to note that TSA's mask mandate applies to children two years and older, with exemptions for

certain disabilities.)
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Outlining when it’s acceptable to remove the mask could also help. “A child may be more likely

to cooperate if they can get a break from wearing it at some point,” Parks says. Snack time is a

natural opportunity to allow your child a brief mask break. Additionally, if your plane happens

to be boarding outdoors, that could be another chance to go mask-free for a short time.

Some children might also respond well to a mask-wearing game or challenge. “Kids generally

like games and rewards,” Park says. “Maybe a child can earn a treat for wearing their mask on a

flight. You should also plan for activities or entertainment so that they can have something else

to focus on other than wearing the mask.”

Advice for children with special needs
Connie Domingo, medical director at Weisman Children’s, a pediatric rehabilitation center,

recommends distractions for children with sensory processing issues as well, including noise

canceling headphones or a weight vest or blanket. 

Careful consideration of face masks textiles can also make things go smoother. “Some children

may only tolerate certain fabrics or textures for clothing especially on their faces,” she says.

“Trialing and wearing masks that he or she is comfortable with wearing prior to flying will help

with ensuring they will tolerate wearing it during the flight.”

Domingo also emphasizes that talking about each step of travel can help keep children calm and

less anxious, but if your child is too young for an airport rundown, consider planning flights

around nap or rest times or traveling on a less busy day. “In order to help children with

transitions, ensure your child has slept and is well fed prior to the flight so he or she is

regulated,” she says. “Allowing your family extra time to get through security will be helpful

especially when traveling with younger children.”

Traveling with kids right now might be challenging. But, according to Domingo, “with a little

planning and a lot of patience, it's not only possible, but enjoyable.”
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